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ABSTRACT 

Laser ultrasonic waves are promising for nondestructive inspection in various industries. In order to inspect whole objects, laser 

must be scanned. The incident angle of laser will differ according to the irradiated location. While oblique incidence of laser can 

excite ultrasonic waves, there is a possibility that the excited ultrasonic waves are different from that of normal incidence. For 

the establishment of reliable inspection technique, deep understanding of laser ultrasonic wave is requested. We numerically 

investigated generation of ultrasonic wave by oblique incidence. Deriving an integral expression of temperature distribution 

obeying thermal conductive equation, we performed subsequent FEM simulation of elastic waves. In a case of small inclined 

angle, the direction dependence of the generated ultrasonic wave is small. However, in a case of large inclined angle, the 

generated waves have the directionality in the wave intensity. Although we does not need to mind the incident angle in ordinary 

usage of laser ultrasonic devices, when the incident angle is very large, detectability of defects may be affected. 

 

KEYWORDS: Laser ultrasonics, Oblique incidence, Numerical simulation  

1. INTRODUCTION  

Recently, the inspection technologies based on laser ultrasonics have been developed. To inspect various shaped objects made 

by materials such as metals and composites, several devices are commercially supplied. For example, Tsukuba technology 

corporation developed an inspection device based on a scanning pulsed laser and a piezoelectric sensor [1]. In this device, 

scanning the laser injection point, we acquire data by a fixed piezoelectric sensor. Based on the excited elastic waves 

propagating in an object, we can detect defects. IPhoton Solutions corporation also produces another inspection device, which is 

composed of a pulsed laser and a laser interferometer [2]. The exits of the lasers are moved by robot arm. Scanning them over 

the surface of objects, the inspection is done.  

 

One of the advantages of laser ultrasonics is adaptability to arbitrary curved components. This is because laser injection does not 

need to be perpendicular to the surface, and oblique incidence can excite ultrasonic waves well. However, it is not certain that 

oblique incidence can generate the same waves as normal incidence. If there are differences between them, detectability of 

defects may be changed. By clarifying the difference, we can find suitable angles for generation of ultrasonic waves. 

 

We investigate ultrasonic wave generated by oblique incidence. Performing numerical simulation, we compare oblique incident 

case with normal case. There are literatures concerns to FEM analysis of laser ultrasonic waves [3-5]. However, to our 

knowledge, an oblique incident case have not yet been analyzed.  

 

This paper is organized as follows. We begin by investigating heating by absorption of laser in the next section. Forces caused 

by thermal expansion are source of ultrasonic waves. Deriving an integral expression of solution to heat conducting equation, we 

clarify the forces. In section 3, we perform a numerical simulation of propagation of a generated ultrasonic wave. We investigate 

whether oblique incidence of laser changes the generated ultrasonic waves or not. The last section is devoted to conclusion.  

2. HEATING BY ABSORPTION OF LASER 

In this section, we investigate heating by absorption of laser. Firstly, we specify a model of pulse laser. Subsequently, we discuss 

temperature distribution by absorption of laser, which is governed by heat conduction equation. 
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2.1 MODEL OF PULSE LASER 

We use the following expression for temporal variation of intensity of one pulse 

 

 = � exp { − √ � }, (1) 

 

where � is a typical time length. The graph is plotted in Fig.1 (a) as a function of normalized time. It rises sharply, and decreases 

relatively slower. Its maximum value   is √/ (~ .  at = �/ . The half width is approximately �.  

 

Assuming the axial symmetry of the laser, we consider Gaussian function for spatial distribution of laser 

 

 = exp {− � }, (2) 

 

where  is a radius of laser beam. The configuration is shown in Fig. 1 (b).  

 

Hence, our model of laser intensity is expressed by  

  � , = � . (3) 

 

The value of energy density coefficient �  is determined by pulse energy �. Namely, summation of energy density is equal to 

energy of pulse 

  � (  ∞ )( ∞ ) = �. (4) 

 

Since the integral of spatial and temporal parts are respectively  and  
�√ , we obtain 

 

  � = √ �� . (5) 

 

Although we have specified our model of laser as discussed above, note that it is easy to use other time variation profile and 

spatial distribution function instead of eq. (1) and eq. (2). Table 1 summarizes values of parameters used in the following 

analysis. These are considered to be one of representative values for a laser ultrasonic non-destructive inspection.  

 
Parameters Value [unit] 

Absorbed pulse energy �  0.1 [mJ] 

Typical duration of laser � 10 [ns] 

Beam radius  0.5 [mm] 

 

Table 1 Laser parameters used for analysis. 

Fig. 1 Model of pulse laser. (a) A time variation of intensity as a function of normalized time (�/�). 

(b) A spatial distribution of intensity. Horizontal axis is normalized by laser beam radius (� = ). 
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Intensity distribution in a case of oblique incidence.  We consider an oblique incidence of a laser to a plate. As shown in Fig. 2 

(a), the laser is in y-z plane, and the incident angle is �. In this case, since the intensity distribution at the surface of the plate is 

not isotropic, the expression is changed to 

  � , , = � cos θexp {− − c s � } . (6) 

 

The iso-intensity line is elliptic. Hereafter, we use the following notations 

 

  = c s �, (7) 

and 

  �� = � cos � = √ �� . (8) 

 

The energy density distributions are plotted in Fig.2 (b) and (c). In a case of the inclined injection, the irradiated region is 

expanded in the  direction, and, hence, the maximum intensity is smaller than that in the normal case. 

 

2.2 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION BY ABSORPTION OF LASER 

We investigate the temperature rising by an absorption of a laser. When the target material is a metal, the absorption of the laser 

occurs near the surface [6]. This is contrast to a plastic, in which the laser may penetrate into the plate significantly.  

 

The temperature distribution � can be determined by the following heat conducting equation 

 

  � ��� = �∇ � + , (6) 

 

where , �, � and  are density, specific heat coefficient, the thermal conductivity, and the heat source. In our case, the source 

term is � , , and the region is in the half space of ≤  under an adiabatic boundary condition at = . We would 

like to find an expression of the solution.  

 

When the source is an impulse  = � − ′ − ′ − ′ − ′ , the solution in the whole space is known (for 

example ref. [7] ) as  

 

 �i u se , , , = �  �4 � − ′ / exp {− ( − ′) +( − ′) +( − ′)4 − ′ }, (7) 

 

where  is thermal diffusivity 

Fig. 2 Oblique incidence of a laser to a plate. (a) the definition of the coordinate system and angle �. (b) the energy density 

distribution [GW/m2] with the normal injection of the laser (� = °). The maximum value is 13.25 [GW/m2]. (c) the energy 

density distribution [GW/m2] with the  oblique injection (� = °). The maximum value is 9.37 [GW/m2]. 
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  = �. (8) 

 

Superimposing all sources distributed in the space-time, we can obtain 

 

 � , , , = ′ ′ ′ �  �( ′, ′)� ′4 − ′ / exp {− ( − ′) +( − ′) +4 − ′ }. (9) 

 

Note that an overall factor of 2 is multiplied. This can be intuitively understood by considering that the rising temperature is 

twice compared to the whole space because the heating region is half. Eq. (7) is a general expression of the temperature 

distribution in a case of surface absorption of the laser.  

 

In a case of Gaussian distribution � , = �� exp {− } exp {− }, the integral of ′and ′ can be performed. We obtain 

 

 � , , , = ′ �� �  � ′√4 − ′ √4 − ′ + √4 − ′ + exp {− 4 − ′ + − 4 − ′ + − 4 − ′ }.(10) 

 

Since the integral involves only one parameter, using this formula for the temperature evaluation is time-saving. In a numerical 

evaluation of this formula, the transformation of the integral variable from ′ to  through √ − √ ′ = is recommended, since 

the higher accuracy is guaranteed. 

 

In the following analysis, we investigate Al plate. The material properties used in this paper are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Fig. 3(a) shows the calculated temperature variation at the origin, where the laser energy density is maximum. A steep 

temperature rising arises by the absorption of the laser. After the laser injection stops, the temperature gradually decreases by a 

heat conduction. The tale of temperature falling is longer than the laser intensity change (Fig. 1). We can see that the temperature 

is lower for the larger angle of the incidence. This is because the density of the intensity is smaller for larger angles. Fig. 3 (b) 

shows the distribution of the temperature rising on the surface in a case of the oblique incidence. The distribution of temperature 

is basically that of the intense of the laser. After the laser radiation stopped, the temperature of the surface decreases since heat 

conducts to the inner region of the plate. 

 

The temperature distribution in the depth direction is shown in Fig. 4. The irradiated laser is absorbed at the surface. 

Subsequently, heat on the surface conducts to the inner region, thus, the temperature of the deeper region gradually rises. Since 

the time scale is short, the depth of the heated region is only a few micrometers. This can be estimated by a thermal diffusion 

length √ , which is approximately 3 μm for ~  ns. In an ordinal case of laser ultrasonic inspection of a metal, the beam 

diameter is larger than a few hundred micrometers, hence, the depth of the heated region is much smaller than its diameter. 

 

 
Physical quantity Values [unit] 

Density  2700 [kg/m3]  

Young’s modulus 70.3 [GPa] 

Modulus of rigidity ( ) 26.1 [GPa] 

Poisson’s ratio 0.345 

Constant pressure molar specific heat 24.3 [J/K/mol] 

Thermal conductivity �  236 [W/m/K] 

The average coefficient of linear expansion �  23.1 × −6 [1/K] 

Lame constant ( ) 58.17 [GPa] 

Specific heat �  901 [J/kg/K] 

Speed of longitudinal wave 6394 [m/s] 

Speed of transvers wave 3109 [m/s] 

 

Table 2 Physical property values of Al. The first seven values are cited from [8].  

The last four values are calculated from the others.   
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3. ULTRASONIC WAVE GENERATED BY OBLIQUE INCIDENCE OF LASER 

Ultrasonic wave generation in a case of oblique incidence of laser is investigated in this section. Firstly, we clarify the 

calculation procedure. Then, we numerically analyze an effect of incident angle of a laser to the generated ultrasonic wave. 

3.1 ULTRASONIC WAVE GENERATION BY HEAT EXPANSION 

The heated region expands in proportion to the thermal expansion ratio. This causes ultrasonic waves. The governing equation of 

the elastic wave is given by 

 

  �� = + �� �� + �� �� + , (11) 

 

where ,  are Lame constants, and � is the coefficient of the linear expansion. In the above formula, Einstein summation 

convection of index is used. The last term on the right side is given by 

 

  = − + � ��� . (12) 

 

Fig. 3 Result of the calculation of the rising temperature. (a) Time variation of the temperature at the origin. 

Incident angles are 0°, 30°, 45°, and 60°. (b) The temperature distribution on surface. � =  [ns] and � = � °. 

Fig. 4 Distribution of temperature as a function of depth ( = , = , � = � °). (Left) Temperature change during the laser 

radiation. (Right) Temperature change after the laser radiation. 
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This means the driving force by the thermal expansion, which is a source of a ultrasonic wave. Accompanied boundary condition 

is that stress is free at the surface  

 

  �� = σzx� = �� =   at = , (13) 

 

where stress ��  is composed of elastic part and thermal one 

 

  �� = � − + � �. (14) 

 

The boundary condition can be said in another way. The following external force are given for an unit area of the surface  

 

  = , = ,   = + ��. (15) 

 

In this way, the rising temperature generates a body force  and a surface force .  

 

Force by thermal expansion.  We investigate forces by the thermal expansion. Since the body force is proportional to the 

gradient of the temperature, its direction is normal to the isothermal surface. The minus sign means that force direction is toward 

lower temperature region from higher one. Here, we consider integration of force. For direction, we obtain 

 

 | | = − + � ���∞ = + �� , ,∞
. (16) 

 

Therefore, total force is determined by the highest temperature, and is not dependent on the distribution of temperature. The 

above calculation is the same for  direction 

 

 | | = + �� , ,−∞ . (17) 

 

Although the gradient of temperature of direction is much larger than that of direction because of the small depth of the heated 

region, the integrated force is the same. Therefore, the large gradient is not necessarily primary for generation of elastic wave. 

 

We further investigate the total contribution of  to generation of ultrasonic wave. The  is positive for > , while it is 

negative for < . Therefore, total is zero. The body force integral in direction is also completely cancelled out by the surface 

force  in our formalism. It is considered that the contribution to generation of ultrasonic wave by thermal expansion is mainly 

from dipole component as discussed in ref [9]. Note that dipole components is larger for broader distributions. The dipole 

components of direction  is much larger than that of direction, because the heated region is much larger for 

direction. Therefore, contribution of direction dipole is much smaller, and neglecting it does not cause significant change. 

 

FEM simulation of ultrasonic wave propagation.  In order to perform numerical simulation of ultrasonic wave generation and 

propagation based on the above formalism, we use software ComWAVE (ITOCHU Techno-Solutions Corporation). It is 

specialized to analysis of elastic waves. It solves a wave equation by dividing objects such as a plate into finite elements. 

Although its shape is restricted to cuboid whose edges are along , ,and  axis, the length of edges can be set to arbitrary values. 

Fig. 5 Body force generated by thermal expansion ( = , � = °). The value is averaged in the range from        =  to = −  μm. (a) Spatial distribution of body forces. ̅̅ ̅ is shown by blue line as a function of , 

while ̅̅ ̅ is by orange line as a function of . (b) Time variation of averaged body forces.  
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As a source of elastic waves, we can input time variating force vector at each element in a model.  The input forces  and  can 

be derived by the temperature distribution eq. (10). Since elements have finite size, averaged forces are used. If forces are 

averaged in a range of a few tens of micrometers from the surface, forces are cancelled out in  direction. Therefore the thermal 

expansion in  direction has not a significant effect on the generation of the ultrasonic wave. This is consistent with ref [9]. The 

contribution of  forces will appear when we use finer meshes.  Hence, it has higher frequency component, such as a precursor 

[10, 11]. Since we concern with Lamb waves whose frequency is a few hundred kHz, the  force can be neglected in this work.  

 

 Fig. 5 shows calculated body forces. We can see the spatial distribution of body force is broader in the direction. The averaged 

body force sharply increases in a time scales of the pulse duration, and after that, it takes approximately a constant value.  

  

3.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULT OF ULTRASONIC WAVE IN OBLIQUE INCIDENCE 

Using the sources discussed above, we can analyze the generated wave and its propagation behavior. Our numerical model is 

shown in Fig. 6. The size of an Al plate is × × .  mm. Mesh size is . × . × .  mm. The averaged body forces 

are input at the pink dots in Fig. 6. The generated ultrasonic wave propagates within the plate, and is detected by light blue points. 

Their locations are the distance of 20 mm from the origin, and their directions are the depicted angle � as shown in Fig. 6. 

 

A result of numerical simulation is shown in Fig. 7. Z displacement is plotted because it can be measured by a laser Doppler 

vibrometer or piezoelectric sensors. We compare waves propagating  and directions at incident angle of 30 and 60 degrees. 

The fastest mode is arrived at approximately 3.7 μs, which is the lowest symmetric mode S0 [12]. The mode arriving after 

approximately 6.5 μm is the lowest antisymmetric mode A0. In a case of 30 degrees, the waves propagating in different 

directions are similar, while in a case of 60 degrees, waves propagating in direction is smaller than that in . 

 

Fig. 7 Time variation of  displacement at , =(20, 0), and (0, 20), which are corresponding to � = ° and � = � °, 

respectively. (a) incident angle � = � °. (b) incident angle � = � °. 

Fig. 6 Model of numerical simulation. Pink color dots are sources, 

from which ultrasonic wave is generated. The light blue dots are 

points of observation of waves. These are located in equidistant 

from the origin. The angle between the observation points and  axis is �. 
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In Fig. 8, we show the directional dependence of generated waves. In this figure, the Z displacements of first peak of the S0 

mode are plotted as a function of direction � for the incident angle of � = 0°, 30°, 45°and 60°. As the incident angle is larger, the 

amplitude around � = 90° more decreases. However, for 30°case, the change is small (~7%). A slight fluctuation (~5%) can be 

seen in the 0° case. This is different from our expectation. One possible reason of this is that the used mesh is cuboid, hence, 

rotational symmetry is not guaranteed.  

 

We can see that, when we changed the incident angle �, the waves propagating to � =  direction is almost unchanged as 

shown in two blue lines of Fig. 7, and in Fig. 8. This reason is as follows. The total amount of body force  is not changed by 

the incident angle. It can be shown that the expression of body force integrated by   is given by 

 

 , , , = + � √ �√ � �( ′) ′� 4 − ′ + / √4 − ′ exp {− 4 − ′ + − 4 − ′ }∞−∞ ,(18) 

 

which is independent of �. Of course, the body force itself is dependent on �, however, when it is integrated by  coordinate, the � dependence disappears.  

 

The difference of waves propagating in the  direction depending on the incident angle is caused by the expansion of heated area. 

In the  direction, the beam is considered to be defocused. This change of the beam radius can explain the difference of waves. 

In Fig. 9 (a), we show the waves generated by the normal incident laser with different radius. The amplitude is decreased by 

defocusing of laser. In Fig. 9 (b), we show the waves propagating in the  direction with different incident angles. The two 

figures are quite similar.  

 

Fig. 9 Change of generated ultrasonic wave due to the difference of the expansion of the heated region. Z displacement at , = ,  is plotted.  (a) difference of beam radius.  (b) difference of incident angle.  

Fig. 8 Directional dependence of generated ultrasonic waves. The Z 

displacements of the first peak are plotted.  The horizontal line means 

the angle between the propagation direction and axis, as shown in 

Fig. 6.  The incident angle of � = 0°, 30°, 45°, and 60° are compared. 
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In summary, through the above analysis, we showed that the oblique incidence of laser does not change the ultrasonic waves in 

the direction, but changed it in  direction through the defocusing effect. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we investigated ultrasonic waves generated by the oblique incidence of a laser. Firstly, the sources of ultrasonic 

waves are calculated by an integral expression of the solution of the heat conducting equation. Subsequently, the sources are 

input to a FEM simulator which solves the wave equation. The characteristics of this method is its time-saving derivation of the 

temperature with the high precision, compared to a FEM solution with the heat conducting equation. 

 

Our formalism used above can be generalized to anisotropic materials. Recently, nondestructive inspections of composite 

materials such as carbon fiber reinforced plastics become more and more important in various industries. We show a formalism 

useful for investigation of anisotropic cases in appendix.  

 

In this work, we did not take into account a possibility of the change in the reflection ratio of the laser at a metal surface 

depending on its incident angle. Even if the reflection ratio is changed by the incident angle change, the difference is an overall 

amplitude, therefore, the relative intensity of the wave propagating in each direction does not change.  

 

Here, we refer to an optimal laser injection. Considering the above result, we find that it is not promising to enhance ultrasonic 

waves by oblique incidence of laser. The oblique incidence does not change ultrasonic wave in  direction, and decreases 

ultrasonic waves in the other directions. In order to excite strong ultrasonic wave, the normal incidence of the laser is superior. 

 

In conclusion, although the large angle of the incidence of the laser such as 60 degrees will change the generated waves by 

defocusing effect, the change of the waves are small, and can be negligible for smaller incident angle such as 30 degrees. In an 

ordinary use of laser injection devises, an incident angle will be within this range. Therefore, we need not be seriously conscious 

about it. The acquired knowledge through this work will be useful for developing nondestructive inspection techniques based on 

laser ultrasonic waves. 
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APPENDIX: FORMALIZM FOR ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS 

Since composite materials are important target of laser ultrasonic inspections, we summarize basic formula. 

Heat conducting equation is  

  � ��� = � �� �� � + , (A1) 

 

where �  is thermal conductivity tensor. The solution for the orthogonal anisotropic case is expressed by  

 

  � , , , = ′ ′ ′ ( �) �( ′, ′)�( ′)4 − ′ exp {− �4 − ′ [( − ′) + ( − ′) + ]}. (A2) 

 

In the above formula, laser is assumed to be absorbed at the surface of the material. When laser penetrates into materials, the 

following expression should be used 

 

  � , , , = ′ ′ ′+∞−∞ ′ ( �) �( ′, ′)�( ′)� −�|�′|8 − ′ exp {− �4 − ′ [( − ′) + ( − ′) + − ′ ]}, (A3) 

 

where � is the depth of the penetration. In the limit of → ∞, (A3) is equivalent to (A2) since γe−γ|z| → . 

Wave equation is  
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  �� = �� �� − � ��� . (A4) 

 

The boundary condition is 

 

  �� + �� − � � = . (A5) 

 

This can be translated to the following external stress on the surface 

 

  = � �� , (A6) 

where �  is the normal vector on the surface. 
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